BONE REGENERATION

Regrowing Your
Lost Bone
You tell us what areas you’d like to improve
and we’ll show you what treatment options
and procedures are available. It’s time
to relax and share your smile. Let’s get
started.

Call Us (866) 801-3575
skydentalcentre.ca
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INTRODUCTION

Bring Out The Best
Of Your Smile!
A shy smile hides your true self from
the world. Problems with your teeth,
gums and jaw create a barrier between
you and your friends and family. If
you’re self-conscious about discoloured,
mishappen or crooked teeth you may
find yourself reigning in your smile or
hiding it behind your hand. A smile
makeover starts with a treatment plan
tailored to your personal goals.
You tell us what areas you’d like to
improve and we’ll show you what
treatment options and procedures are
available. Feel confident you’re in safe
hands. We know how important it is
for your treatment to be as quick and
painless as possible-- we care about
your overall health. That’s why we have
invested in the latest dental technology
to ensure a swift diagnosis and a quick
and accurate treatment which will have
you back on your feet in no time.
Dr. Ameen Al-Obaidi
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BONE RENEGENERATION

Regrowing Your
Lost Bone

Periodontal disease or tooth abscess will cause bone loss around teeth, hastening
tooth loss. Once teeth have been lost, supporting jaw bone disappears, resulting in a
less and less comfortable situation.

Simple, predictable techniques are available to regrow
your lost bone, to provide support for implants or
dentures, and to improve esthetics.
This bone regeneration procedure do not require
bone to be taken from another part of your body.
Instead, membrane barriers are utilized over “calcium
materials” to rebuild your lost bone.
The membrane barrier prevents the gum tissue from
growing into the area of bone loss, and protects the
underlying calcium materials and forming bone.

These materials are eliminated by your body as
the new bone regenerates, providing the following
advantages:

Normal bone contours
and quantity have been
compromised.

A membrane barrier is
placed over “calcium
materials” in the desired
area of the bone
regeneration.

New bone is regrown
beneath the membrane
barrier.

Large gap where a
significant bone loss in
the upper anterior area.

• Regeneration of bone to place implants
• Regeneration of bone to provide greater stability
for full dentures
• Regeneration of bone to improve esthetics
• Patient age, or the length of time bone has been
missing, are not negative factors when considering
bone regeneration therapy.
This method of bone regeneration is highly predictable,
and often results in complete regeneration of jaw bone
in the area being treated.
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Following use of
“calcium materials” and
a barrier membrane,
lost bone has been
regenerated
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BONE RENEGENERATION

Commonly Asked
Questions

Will the bone regeneration procedure hurt?
Only Lidocaine is necessary to perform a tooth removal and ridge preservation
procedure. You feel nothing once the area has been numbed. This procedure will not
cause you to miss work.

How long does a bone regeneration procedure take?
The placement of regenerative materials to regrow your lost bone takes approximately
1 hour. If dissolving stitches are not utilized, the stitches are removed 7-10 days later in
a 10 minute visit. An x-ray is taken a few months after bone regeneration for evaluation.

Does the membrane barrier remain in my mouth?
If a dissolving membrane is utilized, it will be gone a few weeks after the procedure. If a
non-dissolving membrane is used, it will be removed in a minor procedure which takes
10 minutes.

What is the cost of the procedure?
The cost of the bone regeneration procedure will vary with the situation. Your doctor
will discuss this with you before proceeding with any treatment.

How well does ridge preservation work?
The bone regeneration procedure is highly predictable. It rebuilds lost supporting jaw
bone, resulting in bone for proper implant placement and greater bone to help support
a full denture, and improve esthetics, if necessary.
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TESTIMONIALS

What Our Patients
Have To Say
“I have bad anxiety and I don’t like going to the
dentist. But I went to Sky Dental and the whole
staff is amazing. The atmosphere there is very
welcoming. My anxiety was very low the day I
went. Now I can get the rest of my teeth fixed. I
highly recommend Sky Dental.”
KIM

“

“

“

My veneers are beautiful! I

I brought the family (2 adults, 2

Very friendly staff and welcoming

couldn’t be happier! It took me

kids) to Sky Dental. They did an

environment. Thank you Dr.

a while to get used to the way

amazing job with all our teeth.

Ibrahim for providing a great

they felt in my mouth, since my

The staff is kind, welcoming,

experience.”

teeth were so worn down, but

professional, gentle and very

once I did, amazing! You are an

thorough. My daughters had a

incredible dentist! You also have

great first dental experience.

an amazing staff.”

Thanks again so much!”

SOPHIA

JAIME

CURTIS
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MEET YOUR DENTIST

Dr.Ameen

Dr. Ameen graduated from Baghdad
University in 1997 with a Bachelor
degree in Dental Surgery. He finished
a post graduate diploma in dental
surgery MFDS from Glasgow in 2010. He
was interested in implant surgery and
cosmetic dentistry, therefore, he finished
his fellowship and continued his clinical
and theoretical research, finishing
his diploma, in placing and restoring
implants. In a nutshell, this prestigious
diploma means that he has completed a
ton of implants with a very high success
rate, and has put in countless hours of
continuing education to perfect his craft.
Dr. Ameen is happy to be a part of his
patient’s esthetic journey by helping
them restore smiles. He finished his DDS
in Canada after passing the NDEB exam
in Western Ontario.
Dr. Ameen has had a privilege of
working in four continents, which has
enabled him to connect and develop
great communication skills with patients
from all walks of life. He is the owner of
four practices; Hamilton (Barton Dental
Centre), Mississauga (Tomken Centre
Dentistry), Thunder Bay (Redwood Dental
Centre), and now recently Thunder Bay
(Sky Dental Centre).
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Book your
appointment
now.
We are determined to put you at
ease while determining the best
solution for you.

Call Us (866) 801-3575

235 Syndicate Ave S
Thunder Bay, ON, P7E 1E1
skydentalcentre.ca

